


AEO (NYSE)

Price: $15.13

Market Cap: $2.56 Billion

Target Price: $15.75

P/E Ratio: 9.83

Likely WACC: 10.15%

D/E = 63.67% (0% Until Q1 IFRS 16 accounting change called for recognition of 
long term leases to be recognized as an asset and liability)





About

American Eagle is an apparel company that sells casual clothes and accessories

Target market is young men and women, as well as teens

Men: Flannel, Shirts, Jeans

Women: Jeans, Tops, Underwear, Aerie









2019 Stats
2019 ROIC: 20.12

EBITDA Margin: 12.7%, steady projections

Short Interest: 4.93 Days

Stock Based Compensation: $27.5 M out of $421.8 M from Operating Activities





Q2 2020 (Q3) Earnings
Revenues soared to record high $1.04 billion, but $40 million was from a breach 
of license in Japan

Total comparable sales increased 2%

AE brand decreased 1%, Aerie increased 16%

SG&A was flat as % of revenue (dollar value from investment in stores)

Overall, worse than same quarter last year without Japan royalties fee

Inventory up to deal with spike in jeans demand

Digital business grew double digits



Q3 2020 thus far

American Eagle products surveyed to be more popular during the holiday season 
than athleisure gear (Garcia, MarketWatch)

Citi sees concerns with rising inventories in a promotional season

S&P 1500 Apparel retail Index tumbled through 11/20



Driving Products

Jeans

Aerie

Style Drop



Jeans



Jeans

AEO is the leading jean provider to women, and leading jean provider to men 
ages 15-25 (AEO documents)

2nd leading jean producer in the US (AEO Documents)

“Flex fit” is a very popular style of their jeans

Introducing new lines to bring in more diverse  customers (Curvy Line) (Earnings)

Design the rest of the clothes around the jeans - “own the outfit” (Earnings)

6 consecutive years of all time highs in jean sales (Earnings)



Curvy Line



Aerie



Aerie

Aerie is a lifestyle brand and is committed to making all women feel good about 
their REAL selves.  We offer intimates, apparel, activewear and swim collections. 
With the #AerieREAL™ movement, Aerie celebrates its community by advocating 
for body positivity and the empowerment of all women. Aerie believes in 
inspiring customers to love their real selves, inside and out.

As of February 2, 2019, the Aerie brand operated 115 stand-alone stores and 147 
side-by-side stores connected to AE brand stores.  In addition, the Aerie brand 
merchandise is sold online at www.aerie.com and certain items are sold in AE 
brand stores.
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Aerie



Aerie

Targeting women - underwear, lingerie, activewear, and swimsuits

Best growth in AEO, 16% comp sales growth in Q2, 19th consecutive quarter of 
double digit growth

Bras, bralettes, and apparel driving growth, with new apparel line dropping



Style Drop

Launched as a test program in Q1

$49.95 a month, three articles of clothing

Rental has high potential margins, and the market is expected to grow from $1 
billion in 2018 to $4.4 billion in 2022 (Poonam Goyal and Abigail Gilmartin)

Not a lot of enthusiasm from management for it right now, really just used to 
observe the market (Earnings)

Seems to be mostly used by current loyal customers instead of bringing in new 
customers (Earnings)





Store Openings



Store Openings

Planned 15 to 20 American Eagle stores, and 35 to 40 standalone Aerie stores

29 more AE + Aerie side by side stores

Increased pay and remodeling in 40 - 50 US and Canadian stores as well to 
enhance customer experience





Competitors



Risks

Seasonality

Inability to stay ahead of trends

China



Seasonality

Unpredictable and uncontrollable changes in weather affect sales of apparel

In Q2, sales on summer products were slow and substandard because of a cool 
spring

With changing climate, AEO’s ability to time seasonal apparel may be affected



Tariffs

Have done fairly well relocating distributors outside of China, plan to be under 
20% by next year

No material effects of tariffs on end of 2019

Will be full year effect on 2020





Recap

Limit Buy: Under $13.10

Target Price of $15.79

Jeans expected to be strong, as will new Aerie apparel line

Style Drop won’t materialize until early 2020s

Threat of industry, competitors


